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I. RELIGIOUS FAOTORS AS. .A O.tUSE OF REVOLUTIW
Standard history books contain little or nothing of the 4ooumen
tary material which would relate religion to the factor• contributing

to the aerican Revolution. Reference• to social• political, and eco

nomic oau•ationa abound, but only occa•ional statements concerning the
intluenoe of religion are found, and among the•• the role of the Angli
can, Rcman Catholic, and �aker per•uaaiona receives 1110at attention.
Yet the involvement of the evangelical churches was significant enough
to merit separate, intensive studies.

It i1 the object of this esaay

to inve■tigate the involvement of the Methodist, Presbyterian, and
Baptist group• in the American Revolution a• it took place in Virginia.
Ch March 22, lTT5, Edmund Burke aroae in Parliament to 1peak con
Hie addre•• included a segment

cerning conciliation with America.

describing the religion ot the American ooloni■t•t
Religion, alwa7s a principle ot energy in thia new people, ia
in no way worn out or impaired; and their mode of profe1aing
it is also one main cause of this tree 1pirit. The people are
Protestants; and of that kind which ia the moat adverse to all
implicit wbmiasion of mind and opinion. Thi• is a peraua1ion
not only favorable to liberty, but built upca it. 1

The accuracy of Burke'■ view was remarkable,2 e•peoially since he

lEdmund Burke, •0onciliation with aierioa,• The. Wr,itinga and
Speeches of Edmund Burke (12 vol■.; Bo•ton1 Little, Brown and eo.,
1901), II, 122.

2William W. SW�et, Reli on in Colonial America (New Yorki Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1942), P• ,2s •
l

2

•Polee a• a contemporary of the coloniata.

Hie lmowledge of the Protes

tant dogma peculiar to America, however, gave him inaight• into their
motivations and responses.

He sympathized with the colonists and urged

British patience and caution.
Typical of evangelical Protestant thinking of the period was this

emotional outcry of Virginia 1 a anonymous 10ountry Poet• as he wrote to
the House of Delegate• meeting at Williamsburg in 1776.
FREEDCII we crave with ev'ry breath;
An equal freedom, or a death.
The heav 1 nly blessing, treely give,
Or make an act we shall not live&
Tax all thinge, water, air 1 and light,
If need there is; yea tax the nightl
But let our bravo heroic minds
Move freely, like celestial winds.
Mako vice and folly feel your rod,
But leave our conaciencea to GOD.
To mortal power she never bowa,
For Heav'n·alone claim• all her vow••'
Thie and similar pleas were not tho result of imaginary circumstances.
The Anglican Church was recognized in Virginia as the ottioial state
church to the excluaion of all other oooleaiaatical organizations.
Somo of these, like the Presbyterians and �akera, were permitted to
eatablish congregations and appoint preacher• upon the receipt of a
license, but total religioue liberty waa unknown. Tho atruggle tor
religious liberty in Virginia became involved with the conflict over
political problems. A summary of the involvement follows.
The English Toleration Act of 1669
One of the earliest Virginia decree• oonoeming religion was dio'Virginia Gazette, October 18, 1776, P• 2.

tated by Governor William Berkeley in 1643.

'
It stated clearly that •no

minister should preach or teach publicly or privately except in con
formity with the doctrines ot the Church ot England, and noncontormiat■
shall be baniahed from the colony. w4 The object was to exclude all die
senters and allow Anglicanism full rein in the religious affair• of Vir
ginia. This was one of a eerie• of statute, that eucceeded in driving
the dissenters into Maryland, the Oa.rol1naa, and elsewhere and would be
remembered as a prime example of the result of unchecked church-state
involvement.5
In 1688 Williaa and Mary replaced James II upon the English throne.
Foes of James had invited their aasi1tance in overthrowing the Catholic
king and had made the change of governments comparatively eaey. The
dissenters were rewarded for their part in the revolution when the Act
of Toleration was passed the following year. The statute permitted
dissenting church groups to absent themselves trom Anglican worship and
to erect meetinghouse• providing they took the oath of allegiance, de
nounced Oatholiciam, and registered their worahip centers. 6 Before the
law 1 s enactment, dissenters had been vigoroualy opposed and forced by
law to attend worship services in the established churches. There were
4.rhomas E. Watson (ed.), History of Southern Oratory, Vol. IX of
The South in the Building of the Nation (12 vols.J Richmond, The South
ern Historical Publication Society, 1909), 7•

o. Mitchell (ed.), Hiator ot the Social Life of the South,
Vol. X of The South in the Building of the Nation 12 vols.; Richnond1
The Southern Historical Publication Society, 1909), 467.
5 Samuel

6Edward P. Cheyney, Readings in English History Drawn from the
Original Sources (Boston, Ginn and Oompan7, 1922), P•

548.
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still lawa which denied them :f'ull civil libertie1, but the aot waa a
step toward religious liberty. 7
The English Toleration .lot did not officially apply to the colo
nies.8 Sects were recognized there either through direct legislation
or by applying the Briti1h law without legal sanction.

Virginia used

both means. In 1699 the Virginia Aeaembly extended the application of
the act, permitting legally-recognized disaentere to attend their own
places of worship at least once in two month1, thus allowing them to
desi1t from attending the Anglican Ohuroh.9

Thie did not create immediate problems for the Virginia Establish
ment since there were few diasentera. These were small groups of Q.lak
ere and a tew Presbyterian•• However, af'ter 17'8, dissidents rapidly
migrated to Virginia'• Gr.eat Valley region partially surrounding the
older settlements to the eaat. These were chiefly Presbyterians who
had obtained through the Philadelphia Synod the prcei1e of William Gooch,
lieutenant-governor of Virginia, that their religious obaen-ances would
euffer no interruption•, proyided they adhered to the Act of Toleration
and manifested peaceful intentions toward the government. Many ot these
migrants were of Scotch-Iri1h origin and had resisted Engliah domination
in their homelands. Thia di11atiafaotion was to continue a• the valley
people tired of their limited religious freedom and hoped for the day
7Mitchell,

P• 468.

8w1Uiam H. Seiler ,- 1 The Church of England as the Established
Church in Seventeenth-Century Virginia,• The Journal of Southern Hi ..
�. XY (1949), 496.
9tbid., PP• 496-97.
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when their religioua conviction• could be expreaaed treely and liberty
of oonecience would bo reality.
To augment their deaire1 they aent elected repreeentativos to
the Houee of Burgesses to support the separation of church and state,
total religioua toleration, and other important reform•• Their eftorta
inaugurated the long conflict in Virginia and made tho Appalachian area
ot Virginia a source ot continuoua agitation tor larger libertiea. 10
The Great Awakening
Just before the Revolutionary We commenced., Virginia witneaaed a
religioua phen01Denon, known as the Great Awakening, which coincided with
and strengthened the agitation tor religiou1 freedom. Thia movement
came to the South much later than it did to the New England and Middle
colonies, and it found religioue groups there ready for its propagation.
Peculiar to Virginia, above all the other -.rioan colonies, waa the
rapidity with which evangelical sect• became established and grew. New
Light Presbyterians, Separate Baptiata, and Methodists were endeavoring
to evangelize the area, and they poaeesaed a uniqueness which made them
logical perpetuators of the spirit ot the Awakening. 11 To the North,
the aroused otalrches seemed to follow the tendency to fall back into
their termer patterns. Thia was probably due to a more authoritarian
ecoloaiaatical government and a rational theology that conflicted with
l�itohell, PP• 1 70-71 •
11H. Shelton Snith, Robert T. Handy, Leffert• A. Loetscher, .Ameri
can Christianit s An Historical Inter retation with Re reaentative
, 1, }14.
Document• 2 vole.; New Yorkt Charles Scribner • Sona, 1

6
the emotional aepecte of the reYiva1 . 12
Not all clasaee in Virginia were deeply affected by tho Awakening.
The lack of coverage by tho contemporary literature indicate• that tho
urban educated, f'o.r t.he moet part., were not attracted to the revivai. 1 '
On the other hand, tho rural areas, where diseenting sympathies were
stronger, received the Awakening as HeaYen-aent. The measage and emo
tionaliem, the individuali111 and lay exhortation, the eimple freshness
and nonliturg1a1 fervency-all collaborated to create an atmosphere of
opposition to upper-class ,and High Church England. In other words, the
free spirit energized by the Awakening was tempered by the fear of' an
over-present Establishment with its re1trictions and controls. Angli
canism was a constant •personal menace•14 and often showed open opposi
tion to tho roviva1. 1 5 In fact, the only Anglican clergyman in Virgin
ia to embrace tho Awakening was Devereux Jarratt, who later became tho
good friend of Virginia Methodiam. 16
Tho narrow dogmatism oonatantlymanif'ested by tho presence of the
atate-church irritated the evangelicals in another manner. Tho Great
12Ibid.
1'Thomas c. Hall, The Reli iou, Bae round of American Oulturo
(New York& Frederick Ungar fublishing Oo., l
• P• 157•
14Ibid., P• 159. Wesley M. Gewehr, The Great Awakening in Virgin
ia, 174c):i"7'90 (Durham, N. c.s Duke University Pross, 19�0), PP• 187-88.

15Raymond w. Albright, A Histor of the Protestant
(New York• Tho Macmillen Oo., 1
, P• 2 J Charles H. xeon, !!!!.
Great Awakening in the Middle Colonies (Gloucester, Ma.ss.s feter Smith,
1958), P• 149.
l6.llbright, P• 24.
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Awakening increased the piety of the people, and pietiam 1• of a por
It does not flourish when it ia ccmpul10ry; neither ia it• nature atrengthened by culturo. 1 7 Religioue

aonal and voluntary nature.

piotism reaiated control• and oondemnod the ties ot the state to an
eoclesiaetical organization of •unredeemed, reprobate• men.

Pietiam

made definite distinction• between the elect and nonelect and brought

the issue of political suffrage f"or the elect to the forefront. 18 Thus

the environment created by the Great Awakening was hoetile to religiou1
controls a• aet up by the Eatablishment.
The Great Awakening wae one ot the many forces in colonial America
working toward \Ulion. It gave the people common emotional and intel
lectual ground 1 9 as well aa a conaoioueneaa of national religious
•

•

unity, 2O a• tho newa spread of revival tires igniting each colony in
aequence f� New England to the South.

The ma1aes experienced a self

e.ateem u God's Gbildren and an equality a■ far as spiritual matters
were concerned. Thoae embryo democratic feelings changed 1 inevitably
t.he temper, if not the form, of government. •21 No longer would the Vir17&1win Scott Gaustad, The Groat Awakening in New England (New
Yorks Harper and Brother•, 1957), P• 1 10.
18Ibid.
1

9Sweet, Methodiam in American History (New York, The Methodist
Book Concern, 1 9,,), PP• 7&-79; Clifton E. Olmstead, History of Reli
gion in the United State• (Englewood Oliffs, N. J.s Prentico-Hall, Ine.,
1960}, P• 19,.
20Leonard w. Bacon, .A Histo of American Ohriatianit , Vol. lIII
of The American Church History Series 1, vols.; New Yorks Charle•
Scribner's Sona, 1898), 175.
21Gewehr, P• 187.
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ginia ooloni1t1 accept the jurisdiction of a ruling minority. They
would di1ousa, question, and petition; they would oonvinoo their As1em
bly of the rightne11 of their cauae.
The great revival contributed another invaluable service to the
developing American continontalism when it produced the first interco
lonial rel 1.gious leaders.

With ·�hi, merger of religious and pc:i tical

diseatiefaotion, it was inevitable that spokesmen for the colon:i.al
sects would lend their influence to tho aorican oauso.22 This meant
that interest in friendly cooperation would eventually lead to united
aotion,

tor

the cause was a common one, and union would provide strength.

One religious historian has ascribed to the revival the 1otting
down of .6merica 1 a religious conviction� which balanced the political
revolution and prevented it from being hurled into the anarchy and ruin

which characterized the French Revolution.2' Undoubtedly, there are
scholars who would be critical

·ot

this appraisal in light of the deism

and humanism which were prevalent on the colonial scene.

Yet the funda

mentals of the evangelicalism of tho period toatored a defiance ot
atheism and anarcey and aaaisted in paving tho way for tho experiment
in republican democracy •

.America •cannot eradicate, it it would, the

marks left upon its social memory, upon its institutions and habits,
by an awakening to God that was simultaneous with its awakening to national

22.sweot, Relip2n in Oqlonial America, P• �25.

2'Frank G. Beardsley, A flis�orz ot Amoricen Reviv.als (}rd ed. rev.;
'
New Yo rk, American Tract Society, *1912), P• 69.
1

9

aelt-con1oiou1ne1s.•24
'l'he Desire for tho Separation ot Om.aroh and State
The a1pect of individualism which waa an outgrowth ot the Great
Awakening contributed to what ha• been called a 1new troedoa1 in the
colonies. 25 Oisaatisfaction with the old order grew. The Establiah
m.ent reois�.;ed every attempt ·tc:, :'.;esaen its power and assisted where poe
sible in the auppresaion of dissenting congregations.

There was always

the possibility of an increase of this power, which would eliminate all
other sects and create an episcopate in the aerican colonies. Virginia
disaentera were especially concerned over such a possibility, for Angli
can strength there waa greater than in any other colony.26
Plane for an episcopate were not new. As early a• 16�8, Archbie
hop Laud had attompted to establish a New England bishopric• but civil
war in the mother country blocked any official study.27 Later, in 167,,
Alexander Murray- was to be appointed Bishop of Virginia, but financial
problems arose that tabled any further aotion. 28 Apprehension increaaed
despite reassurances from England's bishops that dissenters would not
be affected by an epiacopate.

In April, 1760, Ezra Stiles, a Now Eng

land Oongregational clergyman, proposed a tmion between the Presbyter2

4if.

Richard Niebuhr, The Kingdom ot God in America (Ohicagos Wil•
lett, Clark and Co., 19�7), P• 126.

27Albright, P•

28Ibid.

96.

10
ian■ and his own denomination to maintain liberty and equalize the
strength ot the .tnglicans.29 Although this did not occur, cooperative
resistance efforts began in the form of conventions and continued until
the Revolutionary War. The 1770 convention, meeting in Norwalk, Oon.
necticut, expressed their concern over the fact that Parliament had
taken no a�tion protecting the dissenters from being forced to support
an appointed bishop. Furthermore, there were no safeguards prohibiting
bishops from becoming involved in the civil and religious affair■ of

other denominatione.,o

There were Virginia £nglican1 who strongly questioned the advisabil
ity of requesting the appointment of a bishop. The vestries, made up
mostly of influential and wealthy laymen, had accumulated ecclesiastical
power unsurpassed anywhere in the colonies. This had come about when,
in the absence of a bishop, the vestry of a given church would invite
a minister to serve for a year at a time rather than request his induc
tion by the governor, which meant political control of clerical place
ment and tenure. The action by the vestries could actually involve a
lite-long tenure for a paetor.'1 These men feared what episcopal �per
viaion might do to their positions in the church, and this in itself
reduced their ardor tor English s piritual controls and made their .tngli•
canism more Americanized.,2

29Ibid., P• 10 .
,
,0Ibid., PP• 104-105; Hall, P• 169.
31smith, Handy, Loetacher, PP• 16-17.
32Albright, PP� 109-110.
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The Virginia dilemma, then, involved the dissontera1 concern for
the political and religious consequence• of an .Amerioan episcopate,
while the Anglican laity reaisted any reduction of their power, which
an episcopate might impose upon them.
.Anglican support of the Establishment.

Thia, however, did not de■troy
The church-state ties were

1trong, and it would take more than controversy over an episc�pate to
nullify this arrangement.

On

the other hand, dissenter emotions were

ao heated over the possibility of an episcopate that Jonathan Boucher,
a learned Maryland clergyman, recalled in 1797 that the issue was •one
great cau1e that led to the revolution.•''
At least two other factor■ on the Virginia religiou1 scene were
re1pon■ible for dia-aenter· unrest. They were the auppoaed loyalty of
the Epiacopal clergy to the Orown and the commonl;r-held opinion that
those same mini1ters were delinquent in their duties and their morals.
Accusation• of Anglican disloyalty ran the gamut of suspicion all the
way fro■ their being pro-Britiah ■ympathizer• to the theory that they
-.re --1-naries ot and in conspiracy with a foreign government.'4 It
i• true that some of the clergy were attached to the cause of the King,
but thia mu1t be understood as a normal, typical reaction of a Britiah
patriot 1n light of Virginia circum1tanoes,

However, the presence of

the•• Tories •imply aggravated the situation by causing the Establishment
to· be suspected, and by increaaing the agitation for it■ long-awaited
-''�oted in �•, P• 104.
'¾xson, P• 149.
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destruction.,; Those who made much of what little AngHcan disloyalty
there �aa w3re Baptists and rr�sby-'wa��Mb with adherents a!moat unani

mously pr�-.it..;erican.,6

Rec?rds have been diE'cove.i.·t:d whi�h ronta�n a list of nLl.,ty-tour
Anglican aldrgymon who sol've,. iii V�.rginia during tho years 1774-76.
Information is available tor s�venty-throe ot theses sixty--tour were
definitely pro-.tmerican, and nine were Tories.,7 .Another view declared
that no less than one-third of the Anglican clergy were active in their
aupport of the ReTolution.� It does seem safe to say that a high per
centage of Miglican■ were active in the American cause, and that tradi
tional charges have been exaggerated.
The di■senters had looked with disdain upon certain pastimes of
the Anglican communitiea tor many year••

In the 1750'•• Samuel Davie•

preached ot Epiacopalian excesses to hie Pre■byterian followera.

condemned thma tor abandoning themselve• to 1lawles■ pleasures, to

He

gaming, cook-fighting, horae-raoing, and all the fashionable method■

of killing-time,•• the moat important and seriou■ business of lite.•'9
'5aeorge w. Peterkin, A Hist
and Record of the Protestant E 1 ..
oo al Church in the D oceae ot West Vir inia Charleston, w. Va., Tribune
Co., 190 , PP• xiii-xiv.
'6Robert E. 6-omple, A Hieto of the Rise and Pro res, of the Ba
tista in Virginia (Richmondt John Lynch, 1 10, P• 2J Leonard J. Kramer,
1Muaketa in the Pulpitt 1n6-17&,.• Journal of the freabyterian Hiatori
cal Societr, XXXV (December, 195,), Part I, 2,0.
,10. Maclaren Brydon, The Established Ohuroh in Vir inia and the
Revolution (Richmond, The Virginia Diocesan ibrary, 19,0, P•, 1.

,aE.

Olowea Ohorley, 1 The Planting ot the Church in Virginia,•
William and Mary Quarterly. 2nd series, X (July, 19,0), 211.
,9SUNel Davies, quoted in Richard L. Morton, Colonial Vir inia (2
vol••J Chapel Hills University ot North Carolina Presa, 1960), b , 752.

1,

The clergy, he said, were 'stupidly serene and unconcerned, ae though
their hearers wore crowding promis�uoualy to heaven, and there were
little or no danger.'"° As the Revolution approached, conditions had
not improved�

Anglicans were Atill racing and gaming- 1 dice rattled,

card• appeared, and money in immenee sums was lost and won.• 4l Their
church had become an appendage of the planter class; its spiritual
ministry had largely oea■ed.

The piety of the di■senters would not

allow them to overlook this moral decline.

This wa■ one more reason for

disestablishment.
Increasingly, the .Anglican Church was opposed until it stood with
its 1back to the wall. 1 The controversy grew until it became almost
equal in importance to the di1putes over taxes and other economic and
political regulatione. 42 In tact, John Adam• believed that even the
oppo■ition to taxation had religious overtones tor many. He declared

that 1it Parliament could tax us, they could establish the Church of

England, with all ite creeds, articles, teat•• ceremonies, and tithes,
and prohibit all other churches, a• conventicles and schism shopa.• 4'
This view has been expre1sed more recently, with the added view that
4olbid., P• 75-'•
4 1Charles

H. Ambler, Sectionalimn in Virginia tram 1776 to 1861
(Ohicago1 University ot Chicago Press, 1910), P• 17.
42Robert

E. and B. Katherine Brown, Vir inia 170 l 86, Democrac
or Ariatocracyt (East Lansing, Michigan State University res■, l
PP• 244-4,; Sweet, Reli ion in the Develo ent of £merican Oulture1
1762:18-40 (Gloucester, Mase., Peter :hith, 19,, P• 2 .

,

4,John Adame, quoted in o. H. VanTyne, 1Intluenoe of the Clergy,
and of Religiou■ and Sectarian Force■ on the aerican Revolution,• The
Americ,n Historical Review, XIX (October, 191�), 45.

Virginia dissenters cherished political independence because they felt

14

it would result in the rejection of religious oppre&1ion .• 44
The decline of Anglican vitality was duo to tho rapid development
of republican principles j whoso adherents saw the Eetablishnent with
its clergy

as an 1 inseparable

appendage' of the monarchy, which

gave

the state church its chief' support. 45 Wit.h tho·deoline of Anglican

supremacy and popularity in many part• of Virginia, the dissenters en
visioned freedom.

They aimed at the complete ruin of the Eatablishment.46

The year 1TT5 marked the beginning of a long aeries of petitions

to the Virginia usembly to enact laws guaranteeing the separation of
church and state. These number into the hundreds. 47 When this separa
tion was not forthcoming at the conclusion of hostilities, both the
Baptista and the Presbyterian• reminded the Assembly of their goal in
fighting the Revolution. A Baptist petition from Powhatan Oounty, No

vomber 6, 178,, declared that 1whilo we were opposing our enemies in the

field, we were petitioning our rulers at the helJa of legislation, to eet
ue tree from the yoke of religioue oppression, which we long groaned
under from the former government.•48 On October �l, 1787, the Presby
terians informed the legislators that 1 lovo of liberty and political
44aewehr, P• 189.
45aemplo, PP• 26-27.
46Ibid.
47oewehr, P• 200 (footnote).
48Ibid., P• 200.
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equality� had been the •principle• which engaged ua and carried us
through the late gloriou• contest.• They continued,•We cannot help
expressing our sorrow to aee how slowly and with what seeming reluctance
equal justice is done• and all denominations of Christiana in the state
are put in possession of their constitutional rights.•49
The constitutional rights referred to were· those contained in the
Virginia Bill of Rights, adopted in 1n6.

The last clause of the draft,

submitted by Anglican George Mason and U1ended by James Madison, aasured-t
That religion, or the duty we owe our Creator, and the manner of discharging it� can be directed only by reason and
conviction, not by foroe or violence, and therefore all men
are equally entitled to the free exercise of religion, according to the dictates of conscience, and that it is the
mutual duty of all to practice forbearance, love and charity
toward each other. 50
The term •tullest toleration• had appeared in Mason's draft, which tech
nically implied the right of government interference •. Madison, featf'ul
ot this possibility, sought the elimination of a "term intrinsically

fallacious and fraught with dangerous implicationa. 1 51 His effort• came

to fruition when the Bill of Rights was adopted.
James Madison, Thomas Jefferson, and Patrick Henry were extremely
vocal on behalf of religious freedom, but Madison was the key to its
legal recognition-.

As a student of Dr. James \'iitherspoon at the College

49Ibid.
50Quoted in B. F. Riley, A Histo of the Ba tists in the &>uthern
states East of the Mississippi Philadelphia, American Ba ptist Publica
tion Society, 1898), P• 88. Mitchell ascribed this clause to Patrick
Henry, P• 476.
51B. F. Riley, P• 88.
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ot New Jer1ey (Princeton), Madison was influenced by \'/itherspoon•.s op..
position to a state-controlled church, which began a1 a conflict with

moderate churchmen in Scotland. 52 Many of' Madison's friends were die-
aenters,53 a factor which helps account for hie interest in this cause.
He wrote a letter from Orange County, ,April 1, 1774, to William Brad
ford, Jr., 54 in which he described the roligioua 1truggle. Ho stated
hie hopes that the diasenters 1 predicament might be at an end but has
tened to add that the odds were against such a conclusion.
Our Assembly ia to moot the first of' May, •• • Tho affair
was on tho carpet during the last ae1&ion1 but .such incred
ible and extravagant stories we�• told in the House .•.,
tat I believe they lost footing by it. �d the bad name
they still haM with those who pretend too much contempt to
examine into their principles and conduct, and are too much
devoted to the ecaleaiaatical establishment to hear·of the
toleration of disnntients, I am apprehensitt, will be again
made a pretext for rejecting their request•''
Madiaon l-a .sympathetic·efforta throughout the Qontrovoray were ap..
preciated by· the evangeliaall, but his work was made easier by the years
of ettoctive -crusading by the diasenters. 56
52Mecklin, . .quoted in Ernest T. Thompson. Presb orians in the South&
;; I, 97.
1607-1861 (2 vole.; Richmond, John Knox Presa, 196,,
·

53Alice M. Baldwin, ltSowers of' Seditions Tho Political .Theories at
Some of' the New Light Presbyterian Clergy of Virginia and North Caroli,. .
na.• William and Mag 'farterly, 3rd series, V (January, 1948), 58.
54aradford was a major in tho Pennsylvania militia. During the
Revolution, he hold the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel as a Deputy, Mus:t.eJMaster-General •. In 1794 he was Attorney-General of the United States.
See Gaillard Hunt (ed.). _The Writi • of' Jamee Me.dison·{9 Tel� .New·
Yorks G. f. Putnam's Sona, 1900), 1., 22.

-

55Ibicl. ,. · PP•

22-2,.

�ompson. P• 97•
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With conditions ao inflammatory, it is surprising to find a lack
of donunciatory preaching and writing by tho southern ministers.

An

lmknown Tory wrote in November, 1n4, that wfow or no pulpits resound,
or are in a foam with politics.• 57 An analysis of the role of the

southern pulpit during this period reveals that it waa •tar lesa promi
nent in the development of the Revolutionary sentiment• when compared
to the northern preachors. 58 The loaders of the evangelical movement
in Virginia did not express their political views in writing. 59 It is
logical to assume that since the revival came last to the South and
since its central theme was •salvation from eternal punisbaent through
repentance,• the pulpit was used to proclaim this message, and what lit
tle writing was done concerned this doctrine. Political involvement
came quickly aa revolutionary conditions 8Vept through tho colonies.
Training and convictions predestined the part these men would play in
the conflict.
In Juno, 1775, Philip Vickers Fithian, a Presbyterian clergyman,
wrote his impressions aa ho traveled among the Presbyterians of the
Valley of Virginia.

He described the general attitude toward the ap,

proaching rebellion as followas •Mara, the groat God of Battle, is hon
ored in every Part of this spacious Colony, but hero every Presence ia
warlike, every sound is martial!

Drums beating, Fifes and Bag-pipes

57<;1oted in Philip Davidson, Propaganda and the American Revolu
tions 176,-1783 (Chapel Hilll University of North Carolina Preas, 1941),
P• 207.
58Ibid.

59aewehr, P• 189.
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playing and only sonorous and heroio Tunes.•60 War fever had gripped
these frontier evangelical•• For them acceptance ot the existing
political and religious inequities could no longer be tolerated.
Ohanges must be made, despite the cost.

60philip Vicker• Fithian, quoted in Freeman Hart, The Valley of
Vir inia in the American Revolution, 176 178 (Ohapel Hills Univez
aity of North Carolina Pr•••• 19

II. THE BAPTIST� CHAMPIONS OF THE REVOLUTIWARY SF IRIT
Virginia Origins
The Baptists first came to Virginia rather inauspiciously about 1714.
Migrating from England, they quietly settled 1n the southeastern part of
tho colony.

Thero they carried on their religious practices without moles

tation until the middle of the eighteenth century. I A second group from
Maryland settled in Frederick Co\mty in 1743.

Those Baptists, like thoee

before them, were Arminian in doctrinal persuasion and had little influ
ence on the Baptists who followed them.2 These made up what came to be
called Regular or General Baptists and affiliated with the Philadelphia
Baptist Association. In 1756 they formed the Ketoctin Association, the
first Baptist association 1n Virginia. These were respected churchmen
with trained clergy and orderly servioes. 3
Now England was the source of the third migration.

In 1754 a few

Separate Baptists with Congregational background moved to what is now
Berkeley County, West Virginia. Being Calvinistic in doctrine, they
naturally clashed with tho Arminian Baptists

and

as

a

rosult moved to

l:t,tereer o. Clark, ltBaptist History in Virginia Before the Revolution,"
term paper for Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va., 19�}, P• 5;
Sweet, Reli ion on the .American Frontiers the Ba tists (New Yorks Henry
Holt and Co., 1931, P• 7•
2M. O. Clark, P• 5•
,:

�Morton, P• 821.
19
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North Carolina. In11760 they formed the Sandy Creek Association and

eent itine1·ant ministers into Virginia in the area called Pittsylvania. 4

Their evangelistic labors took them into Spottsylvania about 1767, and
thereafter their growth was rapid between the Blue Ridge Mountains and
the Bay Shore. 5
Aa a result of their exposure to the Great Awakening in New England,
these Separatists were known for their fervor and radical standards, which
caused them to consider the Established Church and some other conservative
groups �grossly ignorant• of the principles of Christianity.

Their

preachers were allowed to minister regardless of their level of literacy
or amount of training. 6 Adaptation to wilderness conditions was accom
plished readily by these simple people with their loosely-organized church
government and their fierce individualism.

Spiritual matters were private

and deeply personal even as their surroundings were.

What relationship

was there between the state and a man 1 s religious lifet Just as the state
was far removed from their living conditions, so it was remote from their
religious experiences and worship practices. 7
In the meantime, the Regular Baptists had spread slowly into the
northern neck of Virginia by 17 7 0.

Despite the ostracism which both groups
suffered, Regular and Separate Baptists did not unite until 1785,8 but
4Ibid., P• 822.
5Mi.tchell, P• 474.
�orton, P• 822.
7M. O. Clark, P• 6; Mitchell, P• 4,9.

Bu.

0. Clark, P• 27.
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they did so under the banner ot Calvinism. In 1770 all the Separatists
united to form the Gene1•al Association of Separate Baptists-

In 177''

this association divided to form the Northern and Southern Districts.

The James River was the line of divisiono 9
Baptist evangelistic efforts were responsible for a growth in mem
bership of tour hundred per cent in the period 1771-74.10 The Northern
District, in 1774, had twent?•four churches with a combined membership
of 1,921 , while the Southern District reported thirty churches with

2,083 members.11 Estimates of numbers of Baptist churches in Virginia
in 1TI6 run trom seventy-four 12 to ninetyQ 13 Membership statistics are
also sketchy, with 1776 figures showing from five to ten thousand mem

bers.14
Persecution and Suppression
There is no doubt that the Baptists were agitators,

as

they resisted

the inequities of the Establishment and criticized unrelentingly the
Anglican clergy. 15 Their ministers preached whenever and wherever op9aewehr, P• 117.

lOibid.
11Ibid.

12Da.vid

Benedict, A General Histor of the Ba tist Denomination in
America and Other Parts of the World New Yorks Lewis Oolby and Co.,
1848), P• 651 .
l}Helen Hill, George Mason, Constitutionalist (Cambridge, Mase.s
Harvard University Press, 19.}8), P• 44.
1�.

o. Clark, P• llJ ffl.1 1 , P• 44.

15chorley, P• 2 1 1.
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portunitiea were found, and their witness waa always aimed at the sal
vation of the • lost, u which included tho clergy and laity of the Ohuroh
of Fngland.
Perhaps because of this, no other Virginia denomination suffered
the abuse which beoame the lot of the Baptiste,

They were regarded as

lawbreakers worthy of punishment because they ignored the worship ser
vices of the Anglican Church. They were accused of being a menace to
society, and their preachers were often called false prophets. Charges
of promoting laziness were also leveled against them as a result of

their meetings, which took people from their work. 16 They were feared

because the succeas of their movement might mean tho destruction of the
Establishment.
The most serious throat, however, came from the law-enforcement
In tho eight years before the Revolution, approximately

officials.

thirty Baptist ministers were imprisoned, some on several oooasions. 17
These were confined in the folloWing jailss Alexandria, Caroline, Chester
field, Culpeper, Fredericksburg, King and QJeen, Middlesex, Tappahannock,
Urbanna, and \1arrenton. 18
16M.

o.

Olark, PP•

1 7- 18.

17Hill, P• 44.
M. O. Olark, P• 17, Tho following list of imprisoned
clergy arranged alphabetically appears to be as concise and exact as can
be founds Thomas Ammon, Joseph £nthony, Adam Banks, John Burrus,
Bartholomew Chewing, John Oorbeley, Elijah Craig,. Lewis Craig, Augustin
Eastin, James Goodrich, James Greenwood, Edward Herndon, James Ireland,
Ivison Lewis, William Lovall, Thomas Maxfield, John Shackleford, John
Tanner, David Tinsley, Jeremiah Walker, John Weller, Robort Ware, John
Weatherford, \tilliam Webber, John Young. Liat f'rom Charles F. James,
Documenter Risto of the Stru le for Reli ious Libert in Vir inia
lqncllburg, Va.s J • • Bell Oo., 1910, PP• 29-,0.
18Jamos, PP• 29-,0; M. O. Olark, P• 27.

In August, 1n1, Jol:m Waller, Robert Ware, Jamee Greenwood, and
William Webber, all Baptist ministers who had failed to obtain licenses
to preach, were arrested in Middlesex County and charged with 'unlaw
fully assembling themselves,• lttaking upon themsolve1 to Teach or !'reach
the Gosple [!!.c.]undor the pretenae of the exerci1e ot Religion in other
manner than according to the Liturgy- of the Ohurch of England,' and
•taboring to persuade many Persons in Communion of the Ohurch of F.ng
land to dissent from the same and for raising factions in the minds of
his majesty's &lbjecta.•19 Waller's interpretation of the charges were
revealed in a letter he wrote while in Middlesex jail, August 12, 1771.
He disclosed that they were searched for arms and then charged with
mutiny. 20
Similar indictments were preaented by Oulpeper Oo1.mty against

Nathaniel Sa\.Dlders and William MoOlannahan on a1gust 21, 177;.

Their

warrant charged that they did, 'Teach and Preach Contrary to the Laws
and usages of the Kingdom of Great Britain, raising Sedition and Stir
ring up Strife amongst his Majestie 1 s Liege People.•21
Some of the aristocracy, staunch supporter• of the Established

Oburch, spread the rumor that Baptists were 1dangerous radicals• who
would take posseHion of the co\.Dltey as soon a• they were strong enough. 22
19tBaptists in Middlesex, 1n1,• William and Mary Quarterly, 2nd
series, V (July, 1925), 209.
20�oted in Gewehr, P• 1,0.

21Quoted in Garnett Ryland, The Ba tiats of Vir inias 169 l 26
(Richmond& The Virginia Board of Mission• and Education, 1955
22Quoted in Sweet, Religion in Colonial Aaerioa, P• ,05.
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Many of the imprisoned ministers were well-known and influential.

Thua public sympathy for them was aroused in 80JD.e areas.2} Others telt
the wrath of the mob as the baser element• of the lower classes gathered
to break up Baptist services just for the sport of it. 24
interest served as a motive for their harassment�

religious

No

The mob was little

concernec\ wUh N1igfous freedome Thro.ughout the persecution• these
clergymen c�ntinued their evangelistic efforts and actually saw an in
crease in converta/5 some C"f �-1hom came from the rMks of the persecu

tors-.

Probably the,

must

ce:eb:.·ated of imprisoned evangels was Elijah

Craig of the Blue Run Baptist Ohurch.

He

was incarcerated

in

Culpeper

Ootmty for preaching dissenting doctrine but continued expounding from
hi■ cell window.

So ettective was hi■ ministry that his attorney warned

the court that Baptists "were like a bed of camomile; the more they were
trod, the more they would spread.126

Ora:t.g

was ilr:.pr.!.soned again in

Or•ng'e County for the same offense.

These persecuted evangelicals were not without friends
higher echelons of society and government.

in

the

Thus, Jo}m Blair, Virginia1 s

Deputy-Governor, wrote the king's attorney in Spottsylva.�ia with regard
to charges of disturbing the peace levied against John Weller and Lewie
Craig.

He described their use of the sacraments as being similar to

2�Hill, P• 44.

24�L O., ;Clark p.. 17.
:,

25?v!itch�ll .. 'P· l./74.

26Qlloted in R.:ibert Allen Rutland, The Birth of the Bill of ightsl
) P• 8;.
1U6-1791 (Chapel Hills University of North Carolina Press, 1955,
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tho Ohurch of England, exoopt tor tho mode of baptiem and the applica
tion of traditional disciplines. He continued:
They have reformed aome sinners and brought them to be truly
penitent. Nay, it a man of theirs is idle and neglects to
labor and provide for his family aa ho ought, he incurs their
censures, vhicb have had good effects. If this be their be
havior, it wore to be wished wo had more of it among us. 2 7
Another sympathizer was Jamee Madison who wrote William Bradford
in Pennsylvania, January 24, 1774, about the sufferings of the Baptists,
•That diabolical, hell-conceived principle of persecution rages among
some, and to their eternal infamy be it said the clergy can furnish
their quota of imps for auch purposes.• He mentioned the imprisonment
of several �well•moaning1 ministers and commended their •very orthodox•

religious sentiments.28

Still another advocate of religious liberty who vocally supported
the Baptists in their struggles was Patrick Henry.

He defended the

imprisoned for tho 1heinoua charge of worshipping God according to tho
dictates of their own conacionces.�29 One early Baptist historian wrote
of his personal knowledge of Baptista who were persecuted30 and expressed
his regard tor Henry's efforts on behalf of the beleaguered Baptists:
Patrick Henry; being always a friend of liberty, • • • only
27Quotod
28tbid.,

in B. F. Riley, P• 61.

PP• 66
6- ;7 Leonard W • Levy, Jefferson and Civil Liber
tieas 'rli'e11arker Side (Oambridge, Maas., The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Preas, 1963), P• ,�
29Quoted

in Mitchell, P• 474.

3�/illiam \f. Henry, Patrick Henr • Lite Oorres ondenoe and
Speeches(� vola.J New Yorkr Oharles Scribner a Sons, 191, I, 117.
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needed to be informed of their oppressionJ without hesita
tion he 1tepped forward to their relief. From that time,
until the day of their complete emancipation from the shack-
lea of tyranny, the Baptist found in Patrick Henry an un
wavering friend.,1
When Henry became governor ot Virginia, the Baptists, meeting in Louiaa,
August 1;, 1TI6, sent him a message of congratulations, part of which
statedr 1 As a religious community, we have nothing to request of you.

Your constant attachment to the glorious cause of liberty, and the
rights of conscience, leaves us no room to doubt of your Excellency 1 s

favourable regards.•;2

Suppression of the Baptist mode of worship and ideas of personal
rights continued until war appeared imminent. Then, with the energies
of the people directed toward resisting the British, persecution ceased,
and Baptists were encouraged to join the tray. As one Baptist put it,
nSoon the hitherto dominant party were glad to have the aid of di...
senters in their struggle for liberty, civil and religious.•;,
Petitions and Memorials
When the Virginia Assembly met in August, 1775, it was the recipi
ent of a petition, which bas been called the �entering wedge to religi

our equality in Virginia.•;4 The petition was the production of a

joint meeting of the Baptist Northern and Southern Districts, which had
;18emple, P• 24.
'2'iloted in the Virgin,.a Gazette, August 24, 1n6, P• 7.
;,Benedict, P•

655.

;4a. F. Riley, P• 87.
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met at Dupuy's Meetinghouse in Cumberland, now Powhatan, Oounty. The
House of Burgesses, which received the document, had called a conven
tion to replace the defunct colonial government. The Baptist paper,
as it was presented £1.lgust 16, observed that despite their religious

differences, they considered themselves citizens of their communities
and consequently involved in the common struggle� 35 It continueds
After we had determined 'that in some Oases it was lawful to
go to War, and al10 tor us to make a military resistance
against Great Britain, in regard to their unjust Invasion,
any tyrannical Oppression ot, and repeated Hostilities against
America,' our people were all lef't to act at Discretion with
respect to inlisting {Ji�, without falling under the censure
of our Oommunity.
Then the petition requested that certain Baptist clergymen, Elijah
Craig, Lewis Oraig, Jeremiah Walker, and Jolm Williams, be permitted
to preach to the soldiers without interference. The paper concluded
with a prayer to God for His blessing on the government's 1fpatriotic
and laudable Resolves, for the good ot Mankind and American Freedom,
and for the success of our Armies in Defense of our Lives, Liberties,
and Properties.•36
The convention responded with a resolution formed by Patrick Hen
ry that granted the dissenting ministers permission to conduct worship
services and to preach to the troopa. 37 This meant that the regimental
chaplaincies, which had been established in 1758 at the request ot
'5Edward Frank Humphrey, Nationalism and Religion in Americas 1n41789 (Boston., Chipman Law Publishing Co., 1924), P• 21,
36Quoted

in Ryland, PP• 9!5-97•

'7 Henry, P•

3 17 .
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George ltashington, were open to ministers of all religious bodies, not
just tho Established Ohurch. }S
Baptist hopes rose, while the Ohurch ot England must have faced
the reality that its power wae beginning to decline. The E1tablisl'r
ment began an emergency program of canvasses, circulated petitions,
and urged action in favor ot the retention of the Episcopacy as a per
manent legal establishment. The Baptista retaliated with petitions
which numbered 1everal thousand names, chiefly freeholders.,9 Baptist
memorial• had gone to the Houae of Burgesses since 1770, 4<> but now the
pace was quickened. They were contending tor a divorce between the

church and tho state so tho church could be free to sene as it saw
tit.
A host ot petitions greeted the Virginia Assembly in the tall ot

1776. Oaning tl'om every part of the state, the memorials, tor the most
part, dealt with religioue liberty. A typical one was dated October 22
and came from a group of diasentere in the counties of Albemarle,►
herat, and Buckingham. In it they declared
that the same motive namely liberty, that exerted them to ven
ture lite and fortune in opposing the measure• adopted by the
king and Parliament of Great Britain will still determine them
to bleed at every vain feif} before they submit to any forms
of Government that may ai; sttbversive of there ieic-,.Religious
Privileges that are a natural Right, and that iit.an'J nearer
'8Anaon Phelps Stokes and Ralph H. Gabriel, Ohurch and State in
the United States C, vols.; Now Yorks Harper and Brothers, 1950), I,

268.

}9a. F. Riley, P• 87.
4oJames, PP• �2-41 •.

every man •••• than even life
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A committee on religion numbering eeventoen and including James
Madison and Thoma• Jetterson waa appointed to handle these petitions.
Atter a severe struggle which lasted from October 11 to December
significant victory was won.

5. a

� bill releasing dissenters from re

stricted religious opinions and worship and from the support of the
Established Church was presented to the Assembly, where it was voted
into law.42
There remained; however, muoh work to be done.

There were issues

concerning obligatory support of the clergy, what minister• could legal
ly officiate at marriagea, and the superintending of ministerial con
duct.

step by step, complete religious freedom came to Virginia. Many

additional petitions were presented to the .Aasembly over the years, but
at last the dissenters realized their goal. Thomas Jefferson provided
the capstone when his famous bill to establish religious freedom was
adopted January 16, 1786.

It statedf

Be it enacted by the General Assembly, That no man shall be
compelled to frequent or support any religious worship, place
or ministry whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, restrained, mo
lested, or burthened in his body or goods, nor shall otherwise
suffer, on account of his religious opinions or belief; but
that all men shall be free to profess, and by argument to main
tain, their opinions in matters of religion, and that the same
shall in no wise diminish, enlarge, or atf'ect their civil
4
capacities.'
41Quoted in Francis Campbell Symonds, "Ferrar, Barnett," William
and Mary Quarterly, 2nd aeries, XVI (April, 19,6), 272-,.73.

42B. F. Riley, P• 90•
4,Julian P. Boyd (ed.), The Papers of Thomas Jefferson (17 vols.,
Princeton: Princeton University Presa, 195()-65), II,

546.

The diapoaal of the glebe land• came later, aa did the discontinuation
of the use of public funds tor the relief ot the poor by the vestries.44
The Virginia Baptists were definitely a persuasive force 1n bring
ing about the disestablishment of the Episcopal Church and securing
religious liberty for a11.45 For these Baptist, the humiliating haraa.,_
ment was at last a memory of a bygone day. A man could worship ae he
pleased.
Preaching and Fighting Patriots
The dissenters put the Mme energy into the fighting of the Revolu
tion that they expended in the 1truggle tor diseatablishllent. An e�
cellent explanation of Baptist participation was written a generation
after the winning of independence and diacloaed that Baptists favored
revolution due to suppression by British laws. Mere toleration had
proven inadequate, tor their sufferings had occurred when that law was
in foroe.46 .Another appraisal of Baptist involvement is much the same,
stating that their defiance •was symbolical of the growing spirit of

independence.•47 still another view reveals that the Baptist Ohuroh

was the •only denomination.• •• that addressed either of the conven
tions [i775 and 1776] on the subject of going to war with Great Britain. 148

44E. T-. Thcapson, P• 99•

45r.i.

o.

Clark, P• 27.

46Sem.ple, P• 62.
470ewehr, P• 1�5.
48James, P• 66.

A• Ohristians, they struggled tor religious freedom; as citizens, they
battled tor civil treedom. 49 But to them religious liberty was of
greater importance even though political treed.om was a neceseity. 50
Concern tor religious liberty was

10

widespread in Virginia during

the early phase of hostilities that the Virginia ueembly took an

\U'l

preoodented step in October, 1777, when it passed an 1Act for Speedily
Recruiting the Virginia Regiments•. Thi• act contained the provision
that religious groups could form oompanie• and regiments with their own
officers and chaplains. Thia would permit the evangelicals to engage in
their country•• defense without conflicting with their conviction• ot
eeparation from those ot more liberal beliefa. 51
Thomas Mcclanahan, a Culpeper County minister, was one of the first
to take advantage of this regulation.

He formed a company ot Baptist

soldiers, led them into battle as their captain, and served them as
their ohaplain. 52 Jeremiah Walker and John Williama preached to the
soldiers who were encamped in lower Virginia. AfteT a short time, they
ceased their efforts when the troops did not reapond. 5'
David Barrow was called •one of the moat eminent, a• well a• one
of the most usetul• Baptist ministers ot the period.

49a.

He enlisted as a

F. Riley, P• 86.

50tbid., P• 80.
51Quoted in Humphrey, P• 121.

52a. F. Riley, P• 91. Ryland listed his given name as William,
P• 80 (footnote).
5,Semple,

P• 62.
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regular aoldier and shouldered a &\mas an infantryman.54 Another
heroic clergyman was the aged David Marahall. He waa warned repeatedly
by the British to cease his patriotic appeals in behalf of the rebel
lion, but threats did not make him desist.
b a friend to the .American cause, be was once made a prisoner,
and put under a strong guard. But obtaining leave of the otti•
oera, he commenced and supported so heavy a charge of exhorta
tion and prayer, that, like Daniel of old, while his enemies
stook amazed and confounded, he was safely and honourably de
livered from this den of liona.55
Samuel Harriss waa a powerf'ul preacher, denouncing tyranny whenever he
could. It was he who was called •a mover of aedition everywhere.•56
Another dissenter who faced imprisonment at least three timee in the
controversy over religious freedom was Elijah Oraig. He often repre
sented the interests of hia denomination at the general assemblies and
the state revolutionary oonvention,.57 John Leland, an indefatigable
preacher of liberty, was looked upon as one of the moat influential
orators of Southern Protestantiam. 58 He was known for his rugged
forthrightness as he championed religious freedom and became a pillar
of strength as the Revolution approaohed.59

54a.

F. Riley, P• 92.

55&,mple, P• 372.

56tlatson, P• 1}3J William B. Sprague (ed.), Annals of the American
Pulpit (9 vols.J New Yorks Robert Carter and Brothers, 1859-60), VI, 81.

57william T. Hutchinson and William M. E. Rachal (eds.), The Papers
of James Madison (3 vols.; Chicago, University of Chicago Preas, 1912 ),
I, 183.
58watson, P• 131.
59tb1d.

The loyalty of these preachers to the cause of freedom made them
subject to the vengeance of the English soldiers.,

They were hounded

from place to plaoe and rewards were often ot'feJ.•sd for their capture
or betre.yale

Their churches were desecrated by being turned into

British hospitals, warehouses, and magazines.

With their past•:>rs gone,

congregations were broken up and scattered� 60 In general, the people
were demoralized and a spiritual indifference settled down upon them.

Letters were received by the Baptist Gene:.·al .Association meeting at
Thompsnn:s Meetinghowae, Louisa County, in .August, 1776, which told
the sa� tale of declinee

This declension was blemed on too active an

involvement in political mattors� 6 1

It is dif'f\cult to see how this

could have been any different with war all around them and their loader•
in constant danger.
The war did accomplish a service for the Baptists.
of them westward to the frontiers of' their state.

It drove many

This meant that these

evangelicals would be among the first to move beyond the mountains as
the new nation outgrew its narrow confines. 62 From being firm pro
ponents of religious freedom, they became prime movers of their country's
boundaries westward into an area vast and rich.

6oibid.,, P• 97.
61
Semple, P• 6,.

62B. F. Riley, P• 97•

III. THE FRESBYTERIANSI EXPOUNDERS OF REVOLUTIONARY DOCTRINE

Beginnings in Virginia
Small groups of Presbyterians1 began migrating from Pennsylvania to

the Piedmont and Shenandoah areas of Virginia in.the 17;0 1 s.2 They were
chiefly Scotch-Irish and German, and chose the region between the Alle
gh8nies and the Blue Ridge Mountains in order to be as far away from the
influence of the British government as was possibleo; The building of
their log meetinghouses was approved by Governo� Gooch, who had promised
that Presbyterian ministers would not be hindered as long as they con
formed themselves "to the rules prescribed by the Act of Toleration in
England, by taking the oaths enjoined thereby, and registering the places
of their meeting, end behaving themselves peaceably towards the govern
ment.•4
In

174;

William Robinson, a one-eyed exponent of the Great Awaken

ing, went to Hanover, and New Light Presbyterianism began there.

These

dissenters became part of the Presbytery of New Oastle. 5 The New Lights
. 1There had been a few Presbyterian families in eastern Virginia at
the beginning of the eighteenth century, but they were no longer organized
as a church. See Morton, P• 58;.
2Gewehr, P• 25J Morton, P•

584.

,E. T. Thompson, P• 88.

4Quoted in Morton, P•

5E.

T. Thompson, P•

584.

5;;

Morton, P•

58'•

were products of the Great Awakening who rebelled against tho contempo
rary practice of the religion and the preaching of the day. They were
dogmatic in their demands that each Christian must possess a personal
religious experience and that each must have the •inner light' as an es
sential for Christian living.

Of course, no minister should occupy a

pulpit unless he had received this light.6

Their contention that tho state church was unconverted and an oppo
sition to the work of God brought down upon them the wrath of the Estab
lishmento
peace.

They were charged with inciting treason and disturbing the

It is true that their enthusiasm did cause them to divide congre

gations and bring confusion to many.

As a result, on April}, 1747,

Governor Gooch and the Council issued a proclamation prohibiting the

preaching of New Light doctrine within the colony. 7 But by 1750 the

proclamation was re.laxed to allow clergy holding state permits to preach
even though they were New Light. 8 The growth of the valley settlements
was rapid during these years, and the thrifty Scotch and Irish took
advantage of the area's productivity. The organization of the Hanover
Presbytery, December

3, 1755, at the Pole Green Church in Hanover County,

was the result of this concentrated valley population. 9

In 1765 the Presbyterians of the interior counties threw their full
support behind Patrick Henry's resolutions against the Stamp Act, thus

6Baldwin, P• 52.
7Morton, PP• 591-9�; Baldwin, P• 66.
8aaldwin, P• 66.
9Morton,

P• 595•

helping to secure their adoption. 10 By 1772 Presbyterian growth in
tho Valley of Virginia brought about a liberalization in the attitude
of the civil and religious officials toward these dissenters. They
were enjoying greater liberties than were guaranteed by the English
Act ot Toleration,11 and tho question arose aa to whether or not it
was wise to continue the Established Ohurch in this region. 12

In tho meantime, the Bapti1ts wore petitioning for tho same oon
aideration in religious matters as the Presbyterians were receiving. 1 ,
Both religious groups balked at the idea of mere toleration. They de
sired full freedom without the possibility of interference on tho part
of the state. When a more liberal toleration bill was proposed in 1n4,
the Hanover Presbytery petitioned the Assembly in November, asking that
no aotion be taken but such as would guarantee liberty and equality to
the petitioner,. 1 4 They viewed an 1 unlim1ted, impartial' toleration
as an •equality ot privilege and protection to all denominations, by

the civil power.•15 This was a step in tho direction of the desired
divorce between church and state.
Early Preachers ot the Libertarian Doctrine
The widespread interest in religious freedom was nurtured at least
1 �itchell,

ull_!!.

12Morton, P•

P• 475•

754.

1,Mitchell, P• 475•
14
Qa.ioted in�•• PP• 475-76.
15Ibid.
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in part by the fresbyterian pulpit and classroom.

The sermons, letters,

addresses, and journals of the New Light leaders abound with refer
Emces that prove tho interplay of religion and politics.• 1 6

Outstanding for the contribution he made was Samuel Davies, who
took his fight for toleration to England and the attorneY""genera1. 17
Succeeding in getting an extension ot the toleration law tor Virginia, he called for large libertiesJ

1 the

solo supremacy of Christ in

tho church--the authority ot the word ot God-the equality of the min
isters of religion-and individual rights of conscience.•18 He criti

cized the degeneracy of the clergy of the Establishment, as did othera. 19
Yet his ministry was not all criticism. His labors brought a respect
ability to evangelical Presbyterianism, for they were marked by an or
der and dignity that served to moderate the emotionalism of the period. 20
He had some well-chosen words for religious fanatics, calling them •en

thusiastical freaka."21

Davies• oratory was impressive. He served the pariah where Patrick
Henry resided aa a boy, and tor eleven years, Henry listened to Davies

eloquently expo\md dissenter doctrine.22 Perhaps young Patrick heard
16 ven Tyne, P• 64; Baldwin, P• 59•
17
watson 1 P• 13 1; Morton, P• 593; Mitchell, P• 472.

18Mitchell, P• 473•
19r,Iorton, P• 754.
20ibid., P• 821.

21Ibid., P• 589.
22.!!?!!!,•
, P• 596

him say with oonviction that •man baa a natural right to question author
ity, to compare it with certain great principles ot justice and of right
eousness and, if he finds them incompatible, to act as seems to him
right, to meet opposition and perhaps persecution, but never to yield"

the liberties that belong to a freo peoplo.2� Patrick Henry 1 s untiring efforts in behalf of freedom later on undoubtedly had for their
basis this boyhood atmosphere.
Davies carried on his fight as president ot Princeton (thon the
College of New Jersey) from 1759 to 1761, whore ministerial students
and prospective teachers were schooled in these liberal views.

His

contribution to his times has been appraised in those glowing wordss
1 To

Davies, perhaps Virginia owes more than any other man for services

in behalf of religious liberty. 1 24

George Whitefield f s briof evangelistic visits to Virginia were
sufficient to shape New Light preaching.

Ho taught that the world was

part of God 1 s-great government and that no man was superior to other
men until their consent gave him a superior position.

His teachings

had a "levelling, democratic tendency that seemed dangerous to the con1ervative element• in society.•25

Another Princeton president who gave himself completely to the

proclamation of the gospel ot liberty was John Withorspoon.26 The South
2'Baldwin, P•

56.

2�itchell, P• 472.

1794.

25Baldwin, PP• 55-57
•
26witherspoon's tenure as Princeton president was from 1768 to

especially felt his impact as clergymen, trained in this 'seminary of

2
sedition,• 7 went forth as apostles of freedom.

Evidence exists to

support the view that independence was advocated there before there was
popular support for it.28 Witherspoon'• political doctrine could be
summarized in throe phasesi

1.

Since men are originally made equal by nature, they are
consequently free.

2. Society is an association or compact of any number of
persons who may deliver up or abridge some part of their
natural rights in order to have the strength of the
united body to protect the remaining.
,. Society then presupposes an expressed or implied con
tract, which necessarily implies the consent of every
individual to become a member of that society� and which
implies also some particular plan of government and a
mutual agreement between the subjects and the rulers.29
It was perhaps

a

fitting fulfillment of these convictions when John

Witherspoon added his name as one of the signers of the Declaration of
Independence.
These men and others unmentioned sincerely preached the seven
teenth-century doctrines of the Oovenant and believed strongly in tho
divine law and constitution, which no human ruler should violate moral
ly.,o Their ideas were bound to place them on tho side of freedom and
religious liberty.
27Franois L. Broderick, "Pulpit, Physics and Politics,• William
and Mary Quarterly, ,rd aeries, VI (January, 1949), 59.
28Baldwin, P• 62.
29Ibid., P 62-6 .
,
P•
}O_!lli., P•

5'•

Development of the American Identity
Following the French and Indian War, it was apparent that a new
spirit, &kin to nationalism, was moving up and down the Atlantic coast
al settlements. It was a growing cohesiveness which was evidenced as
Americans looked to each other for the solutions to problems rather
than the mother country.

Especially was this true among the Presby

terian inhabitants of the Valley of Virginia.

They saw themselves aa

an American church and conceded to no extra-American body any authority

over their organization.;1 Thie was an early expression of the growing
American identity.;2
It is not difficult to understand why this should have happened to
the Presbyterians.

Their firm stand for freedom has already been men

tioned, and the Scotch-Irish antipathy to British control is well-known.
Captain Johann Heinricks of the Hessian Juger Corps wrote in his letter
book sometime between 1778 to 17801 'Call this war • • • • by whatever
name you may, only call it not an American Rebellion, it is nothing more
or leas than an Irisb,.Scotch Presbyterian Rebellion. n ;; Recent studies
have verified that Presbyterian support of the rebel cause was nearly
unani!nous.;4 The underlying importance of this fact was that Presbyterian
government was representative and their yearly Synod, the •prototype of
;lsweet, Religion in the Development of American Culture, P• 50.
;2Robert F. Scott, •colonial Presbyterianism in the Valley of Vir
�inias 1726-1775,• Journal of the Presbyterian Historical Society, XXXV
(September, 1957 ), Part II, 177.
''Kramer, Part I, P• 2}0.

;4Ibid.
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ao many American republican national federal asaemblies, 1 waa the most
complete and powertul intercolonial organization of the period.,5

Their• was a constitutional republicani11111, 1a federated Christian com
monwealth,' governed by assemblies. }6
Beginning in May, 1774, the Presbyterians used tho right to peti•
tion in an attempt to enlarge their religious freedom. In quantity they
never equaled the Baptiats; however, in quality and effect the Scotch
Irish Presbyterians could not be surpassed.

On

January 20, 1775 1 in

Fincastle County, these pioneers approved the meeting of the Continen
tal Congress and appointed a committee to express themselves to the
Congress.

Their pastor Charles Cummings was the chairman.

Their

feelings are apparent in the document they produ�ed. It spoke of the
dangers of coming to a wilderness posseased by savages and the relent
less pursuit of the emigrants by the government suppoaedly left behind.
They expressed their willingness to be loyal aubjects of England if
their property rights and liberties were guaranteed, but they were deter
mined never to surrender these to the power of a •venal British Parlia
ment, or the will ot a corrupt ministry.•}7 One month later, the Pres
byterians of Augusta Oounty, largely Scotch-Irish, prepared a similar
statement.
The action of the General Synod ot the colonial Presbyterian move'5Humphrey, P• 66; W. P. Breed, Presb erians and the Revolution
(Fhiladelphias Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1 7 , PP• 25-27.
}6Ibid.

,1c,.aoted in E. T. Thompson, PP• 88-89.
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mont was mixed with resolute purpose and moderating caution.

In May,

1TT5, a year before the Deolaration of Independence but after the begin
ning of hostilities in New England, the Synod'• Fastoral Letter said
that Presbyterians were righteous men, brave and unafraid of death, who
were committed to that fate if need be for their country1 s cause.'8 Ch

tho other hand, their attachment to the Crown was not to be ignored.
There was little or no allegiance to England as far as parliamentary
procedure was concemed. But �heir devotion to the King waa expressed
when they declared that their opposition to hie administration did not
come from dissatisfaction with him or a desire to separate from their
national ties.

It cautioned that civil ware •wound more deeply than

those with foreign countries• and closed with the statement that that
•man will fight most bravely who never fights until it is necessary, and

who ceases to fight as soon as the necessity ie over.•'9

The Presbytery of Hanover was the first church body to recognize
officially the Declaration of Independence.

On

October 24, 1TT6, it

adopted a memorial to the Virginia Assembly, to the effect that those
sentiments which brought about the United State• of America were shared
by the presbytery and that every e:f'fort would be made to guarantee the
euocess of their common cause. 40 It ie not surprising then that there
38QJoted in Thomae o. Peare, Jr., •Presbyterians and aerioan Free
dom, Journal of the Presbyterian Historical Society, XXIX {June, 1951 ),
84-85.
'9QJoted in Sweet, Religion in the Development of American Culture,
P• 12.
11

4o�oted in E. T. Thompson, P• 9,.

are those who attribute the greatest determination to push the issue to
a wccesstul conclusion to the Scot0h--Iri1h Presbyterians. They were tho

•moat irreconcD.lblo• in their quest for freedam.41 For

t.h•,

it wa■ not

to be denied.
Ministerial Hall of Fame
Horace W a !.pol.e, shortly at"ter the beginning of the revolution, can
didly observed that 1 Cousin aerica haa run ott with a Presbyterian par
son.•42 Thero wore others who felt similarly.

Dr. Charles Inglis, tho

rector of New York 1 s Trinity Church and an exponent of Toryiam, wrote in

1776r •1 do not lmow one Presbyterian minister, nor have I been able,
after strict inquiry, to hear of any, who did not, by preaching and every
effort in their power, promote all the measures of the Continental Con
gress, however extravagant."4' Shortly before Nicholas Crosswell re
turned to his native F.ngland atter a lengthy tour through the colonies,
ho wrote his impressions of the revolutionary scene.
The Presbyterian Clergy are particularly active in supporting
the measures of Oongroaa from the Rostrum, gaining proselytes,
persecuting tho unbeliever■, preaching up the righteousness of
their cause and persuading the unthinlcing populace of the in
fallibility of success. Some of the religious rascals assert
that the Lord will ■end his Angels to a■sist the injured Ameri
cans. They gain great numbers of converts and I am convinced
if they establish their Independence that Presbyty{;•i'3 will
41Ibid., P• 88.
42�oted in Pears, P• 80.

4}�oted in Robert E. Thompson, A Hietory of the Presbyterian
Churches in the United States, Vol. VI ot The American Ohurch History
Series {l} vols.; New Yo rJa The Christian Literature Co., 1895-96),

57.

bo tho established religion on thia continent.44
� few months later, he accuaod these samo clergymen ot being the chief
supporter• ot tho Revolution, calling them 1Bollow1 of Sedition.• He
continued,

1Div1ne

teaohor1, or Godly teacher•, I cannot call them without

a vile prostitution ot that aacred f'unction.•45 Oroaswell f a error in

predicting a Presbyterian nation••• due to an over-estimation of their
1trength. Their rapid growth and inf'luenoe a1tonished him. However, it
is worth noting that the religioua iawe was ot INftioient importance to
be classified by tho touriat as a major factor in tho Revolution.
It has been estimated that ovor one-third ot the objects of Oresa
well 1 s ridicule-tho Pre1byterian clergymon--gave significant service to
the Revolutionary forces. Some were chaplain• in atate and national
assemblies, and many served in the chaplaincy of the armed forces.
Others were active in recruiting, encouraging tho civilians, and feeding
the propaganda milli.46
The continental picture showed that Pre1byterian chaplain• numbered
thirty-seven out of a total known chaplaincy of one hundred 1eventy-nin�47
Several of these served in Virginia. jmos Thompll<ln wa1 spiritual advisor
44irhe Journal ot Nicholas Ore1ewolla 1774-lm (New Yorks The Dial
Preas, 1924), P• 165.
45Ibid., PP• 260-61.

461,eonard J. Trinterud, Tho Formin ot an .corican Tradition& A Ro-
Examination of Colonial Presbyterianiam Phi adelphias The We1tminster
Presa, 1949), P• 25,.
47 Howard L. Applegate, 1Proabyterian Obaplain• Aasignod to tho Ameri
can Army During the American Revolution,• Journal of the PrpabY'terian
Historical Society, XXXIX (March, 1961 ), 6�.

to a company of Maryland-Virginia ritlemen48 and wa1 characterized as a

45

•warm patriot" by fhilip Vickers Fithian. Fithian himself enlisted a1
a chaplain early in 1776.

Having been trained at Princeton, licensed

to preach by the Philadelphia Presbytery, and sent a1 an itinerant
mis•ionary to the Valley ot Virginia, it was logical that he would be
challenged by the call to duty.

Shortly after the battle of White Plains,

he died following an attack ot dysentery and exposure in cemp, 49

One ot the intriguing characters of V1rginia chaplaincy service waa

Oharles Cummings. He has been de1cribed as 1 a zealous Wbig 1 who 11 con
tributed much to kindle the patriotic tire which blazed so brilliantly
among the people.•50 He was the first named to the c011111ittee, appointed
by the freeholder■ ot Fincastle Oo\mty, to prepare an address to the
Continental Oongre■s recalling the oppression of the British government.
He waa chairman ot the Committee of Safety for Washington County after
its formation. '11 admirer of Locke, he preached his dogma and gained

the reputation ot being ftthe fighting parson.•51 •a a chaplain, he

served the Virginia troop■ when they moved into Tennessee colmtry against

48teonard J. Kramer, •Musket• in the Pulpits 1776-178,," Journal
of the Presbyterian Historical Society, xmI (March, 1954), Part II,

46.

49:Hlmter D. Farish (ed.), Journal and Letters of Phili Vickers
Fithian 177 74 r A Plantation Tutor of the Old Dominion \iilliamaburg,
Ve.. s Colonial Williamsburg, Inc., 19 , , Introduction.
50william B. Sprague (ed.), Annala of the American Pulpit (9 vols.;
New Yorks Robert Carter and Brothers, 1859-60), III, 287.
5laaldwin, P• 71.

the Cherokee Indiane. 52 '1eo serving a• a ohaplain in this area wae a

Joseph Rhea, of whom we know little.• ,, OJring 0Umminga 1 tenure a• a
paator, he and hie congregation marched armed to church.

He would de

posit hie rifle in a corner ot the pulpit, lay a•ide hi• ahot pouoh, and
direct the aervice. 54 He wae indeed a minuteman ready tor any emergency.
William Graham, also holding to Locke'• viewa1 received his train
ing for the ministry under John Wither•poon. Ho waa a pastor and teacher
at Timber Ridge, Rockbridge Oounty, Virginia.

He also was the principal

of the school which later became known a, Liberty Hall.

When the majority

of the etudents were drafted into the armed forces, the inetitution tem
porarily closed in 1779. 55 It we.a said of him that •the patriotic fire

burned in no bosom with a warmer flame.•!» Hie ettectiveneaa was illue
trated by his actions when a volmteer company of riflemen was being
raised for active duty. The men were slow to respond, ao Graham ••tepped
out, and had hia own name enrolled, whioh produced suoh an ettect that
the company waa inmediately filled, of which he waa unanimously chosen
captain. .. 57

An amouncement from General Waahington to the effect that he did
52Kramor, 1 Musketa in the Pulpit, 1 Part II, P• 46.

5'!!?.!!•
54oharlee Oampbell, History of the Oolony and Ancient Dominion of
Virginia (Philadelphias J. F. Lippincott and Oo., 1860), P• 691.

550.wehr, P• 2,1.

56sprague, III, ,66.

57�•• PP• ,66-67.

not desire any more -volunteer c011paniee kept theee men trom boing �
ducted, but Graham waa aucceaeful 1n inspiring the older men and youths to
detend their Blue Ridge region 1n caee of enemy invaeion. '8 .Aiding in
this were Presbyterian minister• John Bl'Own and Archibald Scott, who
carried on a campaign of exhortation to keep the people fighting for
their freedom. 59
� one occasion the alarm wae aounded that Britiah dragoons under
Colonel Tarleton were nearby.

After prayer, these Augusta Oounty parish

ioners of Graham, Brown, and Scott--certainly not the cream of the region
since the men of fighting age were at the front-marched off to Rock Fish
Gap to resist tho British. Later General Washington was said to have

recalled this scone with the worda1 1If I ahould be beaten by the British
forces, I will retreat with my broken army to the Blue Ridge, and call
the boys of West Augusta ar�und me, and there I will plant tho flag of

my country.•60

Archibald Scott's amounced purpose in serving tho people of the
Blue Ridge area was ·•to assist in laying deep the fomidations of our Re
public on religious truth,• and by doing hia duty through instruction
and example, �to prepare the rising generation to enjoy and preserve
constitutional liberty.•61

58w.

P. Brood, Presb erians and the Revolution (Fhiladolphiu
Presbyterian Board of Publication, l 7 , P• 9
59E. T. Thompson, P• 94.
60 Sprague, III,

61

.
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John Blair &nith was an instructor in, and then president or, Hamp
den-Sidney College at tho time when Virginia was first fooling the brunt
of the war. Benedict Arnold'• invasion had occurred in 1780 and the
main British southern army under Cornwallis had arrived. \'#hen a com
pany of Prince Edward militia started tor tho scene ot action, this in
trepid Presbyterian clergyman, wishing to encourage his parishioners,
hastened to overtake them. Arriving on blistered toot, &nith met tho
captain, who was his friend and an elder in his church. When the cap
tain saw the bedraggled Snith, he insisted the cleric return to serve
the families of his church.62 Before this event, on two occasions (lm
and 1778), he had brought a volunteer company of students from the col
lege to Williamsburg and Petersburg tor six weeks of garrison duty in
each place.6� His student-soldiers wore a uniform composed of a purple
hunting-shirt.64 As more of his students entered militia duty, classes
and even church services had to be suspended.

Since the frail Snith was

not suitable as a soldier, he turned his attention to recruitment and
became one of the best recruiting officers of Virginia.65
There wer, Moses Hoge, who interrupted his preparation for tho min
istry to servo in tho Revolutionary Army,66 and James Tumor, who fought
62Charles o. Sellers, Jr., 1 John Blair &nith,• Journal of' the Preabyterian Historical Society, XXXIV (Dooember, 1956), 209•
6,Ibid., P• 207.
64campbell, P• 678.
65E. T. Thompson, P• 94.
66tbid.
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at the tender age of seventeen and went on to beoome one ot Virginia'•
eloquent pulpiteers.67 Another Freabyterian chaplain who served a Vir
ginia regiment stationed in New York waa a Mr. Thomson, whom Nicholas

Cresswell met while visiting there.68

An earnest preacher who vindicated the American cause aa few men
could was Jamee Waddel.

His early ministry waa marked by a vociferous

demand for liberty.

Following the war, he gained the reputation of
being a dynamic apealcer, despite blindneas.69 Oaleb Wallace was known
for his able pen. Memorials and letters declared hie position clearly
throughout the war yeara. � aample of hi• thinking was addressed to the
Rev. James Caldwell, of Elizabethtown, New Jeraey, April 8, 1777•
An American ought to seek an emancipation from the British
King, ministry, and parliament, at the risk of all his earthly
posaeaaions ot whatever name; •. • 1ometime1 I have a fight
with the projudioes--I would rather say tho perversoness--of
such as are inclining to toryism among ua; but W§ have reason
to rejoice that we have few such cattle with ua.tO
Others, beside Charles Oummings, served on Oommitteoa of Safety
throughout Virginia.

John Todd, pastor of the Providence Ohuroh, was

elected to the committee for Louisa County in 1774. He waa also chap
lain of tho county militia and held a military rank of colonel. 71 Sam
uel &nith and Richard Sankey wore committee members in frince Edward
67Breed, P•

96.

68Journal of Nicholas Creanell, P• 227.
69aowehr, PP• 102-10,; E. T. Thompson, P• 94; Henry, P•16.
70Quoted in Campbell, P• 674.

71E. T. Thompson, P• 94; R. s. Th0mas, The Loyalty of the Clergy
of the Church or F.hgland in Virginia to the Oolony in 1776 and Their
Conduct (Richmond& William Ellis Jones, 1907), P•18.
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Oo\Ulty, with Sankey serving as chairman. 72 David Rice was an ardent and
aotivo member ot Bodford Oounty•s Oommittoo ot Safety. Excerpts from two
of his sermons disoloso typical fresbytorian patriotism.

In a disoour10

on Job ,2r10, 13 he concluded,
The grounds ot the Americans• struggle and the reason of our
opposition to the claims of the British Parliament are very
just and important. It is nothing less than a f'undamontal
subversion of the Oivil Constitution of the Oolonies and the
substitution ot arbitrary despotic power in tho room of a
free government that we oppose. Were it only some emall en
croachments, some lesser in1tances of maladministration that
did not affect the very being of the constitution, resistance
by force of arms would not be lawful; but where the very being
of the constitution is struck at, resistance is justified by
the laws of God and the dictates of coJ11Don sense, and i1
agreeable to the :f\mdame a1 principles of the civil consti
tution of Great Britain. �

4

In March, 1777 , he proclaimed to a company ot soldiers, 1 We should resist
oppression by every moans in our power to the last extremity; cheerfully
undergoing the various fatigues and dangers of military life. This is
wise because oppression is worse than death.• 75
Lay leaders of tho Frosbytorian Ohurch were al•o active in Revolu
tionary War leadership. As a reaction to tho notorious Gunpowder Con
spiracy at Williamsburg, Patrick Henry led a small army of one mmdred
fifty men to within sixteen miles of the Virginia capital.

Those volun

teers were Hanoverian Presbyterian laymen, who were resisting despotism
72Ibid.
7'"Therefore I said, Hearken to me; I also will show mine opinion."

74Quoted in E.T. Thompson, PP• 9,-94.

7 5Ibid., P• 94.

on the part of Governor Dunmore. 76 On October 7, 1780, the important
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battle of King•s Mountain was fought by a patriot army made up mostly of
Presbyterian frontiersmen.

Five of the colonels were elders, including

one of the commanding officers, William Oampbell.

He has been called the

hero of the battle because of an unique contribution he made to the
rebel forcesc

An excellent marksman, he invented a gun which was re

puted to be better than any i., use at the time, and reports stated that
he could even outdo the Indians in accuracy, regardless of body position. 77
Earlier he had assistAd Charles Cummings in composing the Fincastle Mem

orial to the Continental Oongresa.78

A few months after King 1 s Moun-

tain, at the battle of Cowpens, Generals Morgan and Pickens were the able
and courageous American leaders.

They, too, were Presbyterian elders.79

It is true that as the war progressed the rigors of campaigning
reduced the ardor of the soldiers.

Tho account of tha threatened mutiny

of Captain William McKeo 1 s south-valley Scots is an example of this.80
There were reasons for the incident.

Hunger from reduced rations, nearly-

worthless currency, increased taxation, discrimination in calling militia,
and too long periods of military service in the face of needs at home
76Henry, P• 287.
77campbell, p. 700; Sweet, Religion in the Development of American
Culture, P• 11.

78Lyman C. Draper, King 1 s Mountain and Its Heroes (New York: Dauber
and Fine Bookshops, 1929), pp. �81-82.
7 9Sweet

80

;;

�_igion in the Development of American Culture, P• 11.

Hart, PP• 110-11.

were factors creating unrest.
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Freedom and independence were still goals.

But a man had to support hi•· familyl

How could you maintain a peak

fighting condition when anxiety plagued yout Fortunately, a cancella
tion of the order reducing rations eased the situation.
British Retaliation
The Bap-�ists were not alone in their suffering at the hands of' the
British. No other denomination was called upon to pay so dearly for its

convictions as was the Fresbyterian.81

Severe treatment resulted in the

destruction of' more than fifty churches in the colonies, and many others
were ruined beyond refurbishing.82

The attitude of the Presbyterians toward this maltreatment was
summed up in the General Synod's Pastoral Letter of' 178, at the war t s
conclusions
We cannot help but congratulating you on the general and
almost universal attachment of' the Presbyterian body to
the cause of liberty and the rights of mankind. This has
been visible in their conduct, and has been confessed by
the complaints and resentment of the common enemy. Such
a circumstance ought not only to afford us satisfaction
on the review, as bringing credit to the body in general,
but to increase our gratitude to God, for the happy issue
of the war.
The letter, furthermore, reviewed the disastrous consequences, had the
Revolution been quelled.
Had it been unsuccessful, we must have drunk deeply of the
cup of suffering� Our burnt and our wasted churches, and
our plundered dwellings 1 in such places as fell under the
81Peara, PPo 82-8,.

82Sweet, Religion in the Development of American Culture, P• 9.

powder of our adversaries, are but an earnest of what we
must have suffered, had they finally prevailed.
It concluded with a call to thanksgiving •to Almighty God t for his
mercies, spiritual and temporal, and in a particular marmer for es
tablishing the Independence of the United States of America.•83

83Quoted in Pears, P• 8 .
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IV• THE METHODISTS& NW-COMBATANTS IN A REVOLUTI�ARY ERA

Evangelism in Virginia
Although George Whitefield was a product of the English Methodist
Revival, his visits to America did no result in the establishment of
Methodist societies.

He preached in Virginia in 1739 and 1745, leaving

behind a group of followers who associated with either the Baptists or

the Presbyterians.1

Methodism gained a small foothold in Virginia as early as 1766,
when the ministry of Robert Strawbridge or some of his local preachers

resulted in the organization of a society in Leesburg.2

There is also

an account of Methodist services being held in an old Alexandria sail
lo:f't near the Potomac River water front in 1771, where Francis Asbury
used to preach following his coming to Jmerica. 3
But the Methodist movement actually began in Virginia when Robert
Williams came to Norfolk in 1772.

As was typical of the Methodists, the

Norfolk society thought of themselves as Anglicans and turned to the
clergy of the Established Church for the administration of the sacraments.
Since Methodism was not separate from Anglicanism and Methodist preachers

were largely unordained, this was perfectly logieal.4

1J. Manning Potts, "Francis Asbury, the Prophet of the Long Road,"
William and Mary Q.larterly, 2nd series, ll!I (January, 1942), 4o.
2Emory s. Bucke, The History of .American Methodism (3 vols.; New
Yorks Abingdon Press, '1964), I, 78.
3Hill, P• 44.

Chorley, P• 211; Potts, P• 4o
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Partly because of these ties to the Church of England, Methodism
fotmd itself in a dilemma when the Revolutionary War began.

Some were

inclined toward agreement with the agitation for political and religi
ous freedom.

Many gave full support to England and the Establishment.

Yet others were unable to take sides in the conflict due to divided loy
alties. Moat of the Anglicans, on the other hand, were hesitant in
their acceptance of Methodism as part of the Established Church.

Method

ists were considered dissenters, highly emotional, and breakers of Ang
lican disciplines.

Devereux Jarratt, an evangelical Anglican clergy

man, was the only cleric of the Establishment who cooperated fully with
the movement.5

He was a convert of the Presbyterian revival in Virginia;

thus he shared many New Light ideas.

Bath Parish in Dinwiddie County

was where he served as rector, and it was here that Robert Williams
stayed for one week in 111,. Williams gained Jarratt 1 s support when he
assured his host that Methodists were •true members of the Church of Eng
land• and that

1

their design was to build up the church.•6 By this ho

meant that Methodism hoped to accomplish a revival of spiritual fervor
within a movement they considered decadent.7
In

1774 the first circuit was formed by Williams, extending from

Petersburg to beyond the Roanoke into North Carolina.

Named Brunswick

Circuit, it was the "cradle of Methodism in the South" and reaped a har5Sweet, Reli ion on the American Frontier: The Methodists (Chicago1
University of Chicago Press, 19
, P• 7•
6Ibid.

7Dumas Halone, Jefferson and His Time, Vol. Is Jefferson the Virginian (Little, Brown and Co., 1948), 276.
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vest from Jarratt's evangelistic labors. a

Virginia became Methodism's

stronghold in the few months before the Revolution.
Francis Asbury was actually the guiding hand in the development of
southern Methodism during this period.

This extraordinary man, whose

leadership lasted through fifty years of Methodist growth, has been
described as an orator with a unique organizational ability.

He accom

plished the transformation of a small colonial church into an eccle
siastical force in the growing American society. 9
The anti-British feeling which English Methodist missionaries en
countered when they entered the colonies jarred them considerably.
bury displayed his concern when, on May

8, 1774,

As

he spoke of the evil

minded persons who opposed the Act of Toleration as it was being applied
in Virginia and prayedl •May the Lord turn their hearts, and make them

partakers of his great salvation.nlO

Methodist preachers, for the most part, stayed out of political
controversy.

Their passion was a spiritual awakening, and they gave

themselves to that end.

A revival occurred during the winter of 1775-76

under the ministry of George Shadford.

This resulted in the growth of

Methodist followers in Virginia from two hwdred ninety-one in 1774 to

2,456 in 1776.11 One of Methodism's most able historians, Jesse Lee,
8eG wehr, P• 144.
9t.ratson, Po

134.

lOElmer T. Clark (ed.), The Journal and Letters of Francis Asbu ,
Vol. I: The Journals 1771-1793 Nashvilles Abingdon Press, 1958, 115.
11Gewehr, P•

155•
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was a convert of this reviva1.12
Discordant Patriotism
As the Revolution approached, the Methodist position became more
difficult.

Missionaries and evangelists, born in England, sympathized

with the mother country.

Local preachers, native to America, were pat

riotic and. consistently loyal to the revolution.

The influence of the

Establishment and John Wesley 1 s anti-American views caused the Method
ists, in general, to be looked upon as an unpatriotic body.13

In some

respects this charge was unjust, but one incident did occur which seemed
to indicate a Loyalist position.

In

1776

the Virginia Methodists peti

tioned the House of Delegates in opposition to the efforts of the Bap
tists and Fresbyterians to bring about the separation of church and
state. In their memorial, they stated they were not •common dissenters'

but were a "religious society in communion with the Church of England.•14

Thia action increased the alienation between the Methodists and the dis
senting evangelicals.
Meanwhile, events were taking place in English Methodism which would
have a marked effect upon their American counterparts.

John Wesley was

becoming involved in the political arena through various statements and
pamphlets he was releasing periodically.

At the beginning of the rebel

lion, he manifested tolerance and understanding toward the Americans.
12Bucke, P• 170.

13Humphrey, P• 123.
14Quoted in Sweet, Religion in the Development of American Culture,
p. 31. Three years later, these same Methodists sided with the dissenters.
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He wrote lord North, explaining that as an High Churchman he was un
sympathetic toward the American cause.
And yet, in spite of all my long-rooted p1·ejudices, I cannot
avoid thinking, if I think at all, these, an oppressed people,
asked for nothing more than -�heir legal rights, • • • Indeed,
some of our valia.11t officers Pay, 1 Two thousand men will clear
America of thesa rebela. t No, nor twenty thousand, nor per
haps treble that number, be they rebels or not� 'i'hey are as
strong rr.�.1 a3 yot�S the:• e.r.e -e,s valiant as yot..1; if' not abun
dantly �0�0 ?a.li��t. For th�y are one and all enthusiasts;
enthusiasts for liberty., 'l'h3y are calm, deliberate enthusi
asts•• & • We know men animated �1th this ,pirit will leap
.
into a fire,
or rush upon a cannon;s mouth.1
It was not long, however, until his influence was definitely on the side
of his countrymen.

In

1775 ho published a treatise, entitled �A Calm

Address to our American Colonies.•

In it he espoused tho doctrine that

the ancestors of .Americans had forfeited their right to votes by emigra
tion.

Therefore, Americans were to be happy in that they were protected

by the law and to be dutiful in their obedience to the law.

His reason

for writing the pamphlet was to expose the source of the problem.16

It appeared to those who read it, on the other hand, that this was
a restatement of Dr. Semuel Johnson's essay, "Taxation no Tyranny.•

Wesley and Johnson were friends, and the allegation seemed plausible.17

The pamphlet was probably the most controversial of all Wesley t s writings.18
1�ehemiah CUrnock (ed.), The Journal of' Jo:tm Wesley {8 vols.; Lon
dons Charles H. Kelly, 1916), VIII, ;25-26.

16Quoted in James M. Buckley, A Histo
of Methodists in the United
States, Vol. V of The American Church History Series 1; vols.; New York:
The Christian Literature Co., 1895,-96), 166.
17Ibid.,

P• 159

18Halford E. Luccock and Paul Hutchinson, The Story of Methodism
(New Yorks Abingdon-Ookesbury Press, 1926), P• 15;.

He was a prolific author on F.nglish-,Amerioan relations, producing at
least ten political p81Uphlets between 1768 and 1782.19
Jo}m Wesley was a Tory throughout the war, although he mellowed
somewhat near its conclusiono

He disliked war, knowing of its devas

tating effects on the r.eligious life of the peopleo

He believed the

Americans uer3 r�belling �gainst constitutional euthority and were caus
ing a war that could not possiblf benefit anyone. 20 He frequently
preached on war topics, using as his favorite text, "Render therefore
unto Caesar the things which are Oaesar•s.•
preachers to pray

1 that

In 1777 he admcmished his

God would restore the spirit of love and sound

mind to the poor deluded rebels in America.•21
This is all the more interesting when one considers that in March,
1775, Wesley advised his American preachers to keep themselves out of
politics and to remain silent with regard to siding with either party
in the conflict.22

Certainly, he would have saved them much suffering

had he heeded his own advice.
Charles Wesley was just as much an High Church Tory as

his

brother.

Ch one occasion, he commented that tho war was not only a political
rebellion, but it was in opposition to God, whose symbol in the colonies
was George III.

The monarch should be respected as the proper authority

19Sweet, Religion in the Develo ent of American Culture,
P• 27.
pm

20Luccock and Hutchinson, P• 153.

21Quoted in Sweet, Religion in the Develo ent of American Culture,
pm
P• 30.
�Ibid.
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6o
representing the divine as well as the temporal kingdoms.2;
revealed his unwavering opposition to the colonial cause.

His poetry

One sees hor

ror, unbelief, and wrath in these liness
Why do the Christen's heathen rage,
And furiously their powers engage
Against the Lord most high?
Against his dread Vicegerent here,
Throw off the yoke of l��al fear,
And God himsel� defy?�
Satan is blamed for American blindness heres
Monsters unnatural, who dare
Usurp the patriots• character >
And even art and means employ
Their dear-lov 1 d Country to destroy. 25
When the Articles of Peace were drawn up in November, 1782, Charles Wes
ley produced nTo the Patriots Written Doc. 1782.•
Spirits perturb'd, ye now may rest,
Nor stir the hell within your breast,
The Rebels have their purpose gain 1 d,
Yo see your heart's desire obtain•d
And in their Independence age
Secur 1 d your own impunity. 2
Needless to say, the Amm7iGaa Methodists wore embarrassed by the
Wesleys.

Asbury observed in his Journal for March 19, 1775, •1 am truly

sorry that the venerable man [Jolm] ever dipped into the politics of
America.•

He stated that he desired peace so that he could do all tho

23Quoted in Donald S. Baker, 11 0harles Wesley and the American War
of Independence,• Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society, XXXIV
(September, 1964), 160.
24From Charles Wesley 1 s manuscript, nHymns on Patriotism,• quoted
in Baker, P• 160.
25Ibid., P• 162 .

26Ibid.
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good he could.

He further wrote that if Wesley had been born an Ameri•

can he would have been just as zealous for the colonial causecan be detected in these closing wordss

1 Some

Bitterness

inconsiderate persons have

taken occasion to censure the Methodists in America on account of Mr.
Wesley's political sentiments.�27

Actually Aabury•s was an understatement.
sentment.

suspicion grew into re

Methodist societies were regarded as centers of Toryism, and

individual Methodists had to prove their devotion to the American posi
A personal account, taken from the memoirs of Philip Mazzei,28

tion..

illustrates these psychological aspects.

Upon hearing that a Methodist

minister, who had just arrived from England, was preaching nearby, Maz
zei and three friends went to hear him.

They listened as he •talked of

the danger of losing one 1 s soul by sudden death in time of war, reminding
mothers and fathers of their obligations toward their sons to remove that
peril.n

Mazzei 1 s reaction was to corner the speaker following the ser

vice, defend the actions of the colonists, and inform him that his mes
sage would fall on deaf ears.

According to Mazzei, the Methodist mis

sionary left the building thoroughly confused.29

The quandary in which many Methodists found themselves reached even
27Quoted in Sweet, Religion in the Development of American Culture,
PP• ,0-}l.
2�azzei was an Italian physician who came to Virginia in December,
177;, to introduce the cultivation of grapes, olives, and other Italian
plants. A close friend of Jefferson, he took an active part in support
ing the movement for independence. His was the first history of the
Revolution published in French.
29
Fhilip Mazzei, Memoirs, trans. E. c. Branchi, William and Mary
Q.tarterly, 2nd series, IX {October, 1929), 249.
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to Thomas Rankin, John Wesley's •general assistant' in America.
Journal for September 20,

His

1775, revealed this confessions

My present situation exposes mo to trials of different kinds
more than ever. I cannot, I dare not, co\mtenance the measures
taken to oppose Great Britain; and yet at the same time, I
could do nothing to hurt the inhabitants of America. How dif
ficult to stand in such a situation; and not to be blamed by
violent men on both sides?"'°
He remained a'� his post of duty for two more years -, exerting great effort
to keep himself vut of politics so that he could preaoh the Christian
gospel as the Methodists interpreted it.
The resentment the Methodists experienced was an indication of what
was to come.
Wartime Oonditiona
The eruption of hostilities brought chaotic times to the Methodist
missionaries.

Some had dist�ibuted the Crown's proclamations, while

others had talked too freely.

Theirs was the choice of continuing their

work in an America antagonistic to them or of returning to their native
land.

A few had embarked for England by August,

1775• Among them was

Joseph Pilmoor who had carried out an evangelistic tour of Virginia.;1
By the close of

1778, all missionaries b'IJ't Asbury had returned to

England.

Asbury had cast his lot with the Americana whom he had come

to love.

Although he never took the oath of allegiance nor became an

American citizen, his loyalty could not be questioned.

His attachment

was expressed in simple terms, "If I should leave America I should break
�OQuoted in Bucke, P•

;1Bucke, P• 158.

159.

my heart.•'2 The suspicion created by his refusal to take the oath
curtailed his work for many months and caused his eierican brethren to
accept him with hesitancy. 3)
George Shadford was one of those missionaries who found it impos
sible to sign a loyalty oath.

Since Shadford and Asbury were close

friends, they agreed in 1778 to spend a day together in fasting and
prayer to determine what their futures should be.
day, Asbury announced,

1

At the close of the

My convictions are as clear and strong as ever

that it is my duty to remain.•}4 No doubt Shadf'ord 1 s memory recalled
being examined by a magistrate and threateQed with imprisonment.
memoirs contain statements of conviction and purpose,

11

His

had sworn alle

gi·ance to the king twice, and could not swear to renounce him forever.
I dare not play with fast-and-loose oaths, and swallow them in such a
manner.•

His travel had been limited, since he would not subscribe to

the oath required to obtain a pass, and his religious convictions would
not allow him to preach political viewa.,5 We. can understand wcy Shad
ford told Asbury that his work in America was finished and he must return
to England. Asbury felt that one of them must be in error, but Shadford

was firm 1n his opinion that his 1 call1 was to return to England. 36

'2""oted in E. Benson Perkins, 1 Bishop Francis Asbury,• Proceedings
of the Wesley Historical Society, XXXII (December, 1959), 77.

''sweet, Religion on the American Frontier, PP• 5-6; Bucke, P• 159;
Humphrey, P• 124.
34Quoted in Sweet, Methodism in .American History, P• 92.
35

Quoted in P. P, Sandford, Memoirs of Mr. Wesley 1 s Missionaries to
America (New York, J • Collord, 184, ), PP• 275-277 •
'6Quoted 1n Sweet, Methodism in American History, P• 92.
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Following Shadford' s departure, Asbury wrote in his J ournah
I am under some heaviness of mind. But it is-, wonder: three
thousand miles from home; my friends have left me; I am con
sidered by some as an enemy of the country, every day liable to
be seized by violence and abused. However, all this is but a
trifle to suffer for Christ and the salvation of souls. Lord,
stand by me!.}7
He felt keenly his aloneness and the loss of Sha.4ford, probably the
greatest revivalist and most successful of all the Methodist mission

aries. } 8 The future was uncertain as Methodist allegiance to the new

government was being tested, and military service was expected, which
came into conflict with Methodist pacifism.
Most Methodists were conscientious objectors who refused to fight
when drafted and rejected the practice of hiring another to take a draf

teo 1 s place. }9 This fact, along with extreme persecution, forced many

Methodists to leave the coastal areas where the fighting was severe and
move back into tho pioneer settlements.
The remaining preachers found circuit-riding extremely difficult.
Prejudice and armed clashes made traveling dangerous.
can preachers suffered from the Methodist stigma.

Evon loyal Ameri

They

were

■eized, beat

en, whipped, jailed, tarred and feathered.4o The Fourth Methodist Confer
ence, held in Baltimore, May 21, 1776, reflected these circumstances.
Norfolk, Virginia, was left out of the minutes completely because of the
} 7Q,Joted
} 8Sweet,

} 9oewehr,

in Buckley, P• 175.
Methodism in American History, P• 92•
P• 158.

4oHumphrey, P• 125.
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war, which had brought distress to the town and forced the removal of the

paator.41 This congregation was abandoned for five years.42 The courage
and determination of those pastors who resolved to stay with their soci
eties was evidenced at a conference held in Harford Oounty, Maryland,
May 20,

1m.

4 disciplinary question was asked them, •As the present

distress is such, are the Preachers resolved to -take no step to detach
themselves from the work of God for the ensuing year? 1 Their response,

as passed by a vote, was1 1We purpose, by the grace of God, not to take
any step that may separate us from the brethren, or from the blessed

work in which we are engaged.•4}

Certain extremists were vitriolic in their denunciation of the
Methodists.

William Watters, a Virginia preacher and conscientious

objector, was verbally attacked by a rebel �glican clergyman in 1776.
Watters and his Methodist associates were called •a set of Tories" who
were •under a cloak of religion.• The Anglican went ons "The preachers
were sent here by the English ministry to preach up passive obedience
and non-resistance.

That they pretended their desire for the salvation

of the people, led them to travel and preach through the country; but
money •• •• was their real object.•

Watters recorded his accuser t s

of the Methodists
42Minton Thrift, Memoir of the Rev.
His Journals (New Yorks Ba ngs and Mason,

in the United
racts from

4'Minutes of the ¥!ethodist Oonferences Annuall Held in Americas
From 1n, to 181,, Inclusive New Yorks Daniel Hitt and Thomas Ware,
181,), I, 1Ji..15.

last wordss •He ,Ghe accuse:J would, if at the helm of our national af
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fairs, make our nasty stinking carcasses pay for our pretended scruples
of conscience.•

Watters challenged the Anglican to offer proof that

Watters was a Tory, to which he received no reply.

Watters had no ob

jection to taking the Virginia oath of allegiance and did so in 1777.44
Freeborn Garrettson, another Methodist passivist, was ietermined

not •to have any hand in shedding human blood. 1

When he refused to take

the Virginia oath, he was threatened with imprisonment.

He was bold in

proclaiming his adherence to the American cause and became widely known
as an effective preacher, but he was often suspected of being a Tory spy.
He was forced to leave Virginia in 1778 and returned in 1781 to continue

hia ministry.46

A Virginia traveling preacher who was apprehended in Maryland was
Joseph Hartley. He was told to desist from preaching, but his calling
obliged him to proclaim the gospel.

So great was his concern for the

people, he would attend his appointments and after singing and praying,
he would kneel and preach to the people.

The impact of such preaching

caused his enemies to state they would rather have him exhort on his
feet than on his knees.
prison windows.46

Later he was jailed and preached through the

Throughout 1781, many Virginia Methodists were drafted.

Jesse Lee

44�oted in Bucke, P• 166.
45aucke, P• 66; Thomas D. Clark (ed.), Travels in the Old Souths
A Bibliography (3 vols.; Normans University of Oklahoma Press, 1956),
I, 21�.

46Lee, PP• 64-65.
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who became one of' Methodism 1 s leading early historians, was one young
minister who was drafted for military service.

When ordered to carry

a gun, he refused on the basis of' personal convictions.

The colonel

placed him under guard and was astonished to hear him preaching to the
soldiers.

Lee assured the officer he was faithful to his country and

would do anything while in the army except fight. · He was assigned duty
with the baggage train, where he became a teamster and an unofficial
chaplain.47
Loo wrote from personal experience of the punishment many of' the
conscientious objectors received.

Beside physical punishment, some were

fined or imprisoned, while others were sent home in disgrace.

Numbers

grew discouraged and left their religious faith, but some returned home
with as much confidence in their religious beliefs as they had formerly
posaessed. 48

Lee expressed great interest in the war's e:ff'ect upon

spiritual conditions throughout the Methodist circuits and societies in
Virginia.

He described 1782 as the year when interruptions of worship

happened more often than before.

The people were alarmed at the approach

of the British army and were prevented from having services.

Their dis

cussions concerned the times and the distresses, the news of' the day,
the dead and wounded, and the prospect of the immediate future. No won
der Lee was concerned about the progress of' Methodism in Virginia during
this time. 49

4 7 Sweet, Methodism in American History, P• 97•
48
Lee, P• 77.
49

.!!!!•,

P• 78.
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As the war progressed, there was a definite tendency to break away
from Wesleyan control and trom the sacramental regulations of the Church
of England.

The Methodists of Virginia were especially involved in this

ecclesiastical rebellion.

A conference was held in Fluvanna Oounty in

1n9 to take steps to ordain some of the older preachers
might have the sacraments.

ac,

the people

The war had made it-virtually impossible to

observe communion at the hands of the Anglican clergyi.

Robert straw

bridge had gone so far as to administer the sacrament although he was
unordained. 50 Asbury succeeded in persuading them to stop this indepen
dent action until Wesley could suggest proper procedure.

Oertainly this

•heretical' action was an omen of what was to come when the war was

over. 51

While most Methodists remained passive with regard to participation
in actual warfare, there were scattered sectors where open support of
the Revolution was found. A large group in Lunenburg Oounty took their
Americanism ao seriously they referred to themselves as Republican Method
ists.52 In eastern Virginia, Fhilip Bruce 1 a ministry was marked by un
usual zeal on behalf of the American forcea. 53
By 1780 Methodist membership in the South was beginning to decline
50aweet, Religion on the American Frontier, P• 6.
51Sweet,

Religion in the Development of American Culture, P• 31.

52Review ot The Old Free State, by Landon o. Bell, William and Mary

Quarterly, 2nd series, VIII (January, 1928), 69.

s. Harrell� Loyalism in Virginia (Durham, N. 0.1 Duke Uni
versity Press, 1926), P• 65.
53tsaao
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slightly.

One new Virginia circuit was created in 1781, but none in

1782. 54 Y�t, at the close of the conflict, two-thirds of all the Method
ists in the United States were found in the area of Virginia and North

Oarolina. 55 The times had been hard, but the people's faith had held
steady despite the opposition, persecution, and disturbances of wartime

conditions.

The Methodists would say it was their God who had preserved

and protected them.

Then they would add,

1

His will be done."

54Gewehr, Pe 1 59.
55 aweet,

Religion on the American Frontier, P• 8.

V. OONOLUSICN
One cannot understand the Revolutionary period in Virginia without
taking into accOUDt the religious struggle.

For one hundred or more

years, the issue of church and state had been constantly before the col
onists in one way or another.

This is not surprising since religion was

very real and vital -1".o tl:e Virginians.

The supernaturalism of their day

was shaped by the more pious seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while
we look back at it from the secular and materialistic twentieth century. 1
Tho Virginian of the period was cognizant of the fact that controversy
existed over the interpretation of public and private religious mattera.
The entanglement of religious problems with the longed-for political and
economic freedoms came about as a consequence of the accelerating revolu

tionary activity.2 It has been said that •political freedom is the ott
apring of religious freedom; it takes its rise in tho Church.•' While
this principle cannot always be applied to man 1 s struggle for freedom,
the action of the Virginia evangelicals presents a strong argument for
such a position.

They pos■essed a fundamental faith which molded their

conception of human worth, freedom, and justice.

It also contributed a

perseverance in the face of overwhelming odds, which would assist them

when dark days appeared to prophesy defeat.
1oarl Bridenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre: 1689-1775 (New Yorks Oxford
University Presa, 1962), PP• xii-xiv.
2Ibid., P• xiv.

'Charles Campbell, quoted in Gewehr, P• ,1.
70
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The importance of religious freedom as an issue during this period
waa made more evident by the reference to it found in the first aeries
of state constitutions draf'ted in the newly-formed United States frO&ll

1TI6 to 178,.4 Virginia was no exception. Although this freedom was

not established until 1786, petitions, proposals, !nd reports kept the
ramifications of the issue before the Assembly from 1TI6 on.

Denomina

tional involvement included petitions written as the result of popular
support, sermons motivated by the need of certain basic rights guaran
teed to the individual, and armed resistance in the face of British
tyranny.
Aiotually, religious liberty was inevitable.

When the British po

litical yoke was broken, ecclesiastical ties were severed, too.

Proba

bly the only state where a religious establishment might have continued
was Virginia, but British influence in all areas was unpopular enough
that the Establishment 1 s survival was only a matter of time.
To ask whether the desire for civil liberty or religious freedom
came first may appear to be as unanswerable as the proverbial chicken
and egg question.

It can be argued, however, that, as far as Virginia

was concerned, the strife between the Church of England and the Dissent
ers began early and created conditions in which disputes over stamps,
tea, and representation served as immediate contributors to revolution. 5
The evangelicals were agitators in the manner in which they condemned
4i3ridenbaugh, P• xiv.
5

clarence H. Vance (ed.), Letters of a Westchester Farmer, quoted
in Sweet, Religion in the Development of American Culture, P• 2.
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those holding different :reHgtous beliefs, aEI well as in their demand
f'or certain basic rights,

Tho res,il t was a "ba.ttle of' creeds and dogmas

tor New World •upremacyff II wh:i.ch prepa:red th-3 way for a larger battle in
volving other great freedcmso6

The outcOll\e is our own tmique history.
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